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Caregiver Satisfaction with the Autism Diagnostic Process: An Analysis of Perceptions of Wait-

Time and Barriers to the Diagnostic Process 

Dissertation Abstract – Idaho State University (2023) 

 
 The diagnostic process for autism can be very dissatisfying for caregivers with many 

factors that contribute to this. The length of time a caregiver spends waiting for their child to be 

diagnosed with autism is standardly long, also leading to dissatisfaction with the diagnostic 

process. Additionally, barriers exist that make it even more difficult to seek out an evaluation, 

such as living in a rural area with few qualified clinicians and having limited financial means to 

pursue an evaluation. These barriers can compound the dissatisfaction felt by caregivers about 

the evaluation process. While these factors have been examined the extant literature on the topic 

is outdated, from outside of the United States, and does not analyze these factors simultaneously. 

This study addresses this literature gap by evaluating the relationship between caregiver 

satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process and the wait time and barriers faced by caregivers 

in the United States through two hierarchical multiple linear regressions. Findings suggested 

expected significant relationships between decreased caregiver satisfaction and increased 

difficulty finding a clinician as well as decreased reasonability of wait time. An interaction 

between reasonability of wait time and months on a wait list also showed a significant effect with 

caregiver satisfaction. Unexpectedly, more time since first noticing symptoms of autism was 

related to increased caregiver satisfaction. Implications, future directions, and limitations were 

discussed. 

 

 

Key Words: ASD, autism, assessment, evaluation, satisfaction  



Introduction 

The process for having a child evaluated for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) can be a 

long, confusing, and exasperating journey for families to endure. Previous literature has 

described that there are ongoing issues with the ASD diagnostic process that have occurred for 

many years. Many factors exist outside of the caregivers’ control, both systemic and 

individualistic, that add to delays in this process and build on the frustration experienced by 

caregivers. Some of these barriers that delay the process are related to demographic factors 

experienced by the caregiver, such as living in rural areas, having high levels of financial 

stressors, and having lower levels of education (Hildago et al., 2015; Mandell & Palmer, 2005; 

Moh & Magiati, 2012). Some barriers exist due to healthcare providers failing to refer children 

for a diagnostic evaluation due to stigma surrounding autism or lack of knowledge in early 

autism symptoms (Bivarchi et al., 2021). Regardless of the etiology of these delays, the slow 

process has been related to lower levels of caregiver satisfaction with the evaluation (Crane et 

al., 2016). This diminished satisfaction has a cascading negative effect on caregiver stress and 

further intervention services that the child with autism could receive (Moh & Magiati, 2012). 

Through a better understanding of these barriers encountered in the evaluation process, it is 

hoped that they can be dismantled. Thus, ideally leading to higher levels of caregiver 

satisfaction, shorter wait times for an evaluation, and fewer barriers to receive these autism 

diagnostic services. 

Autism Diagnostic Criteria 

Under the current diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM), approximately 1 in 36 individuals are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (Maenner et al., 2023). However, this has not always been the case. The prevalence of 
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ASD has increased over the years as the diagnostic criteria for ASD has also shifted and 

developed. While some causes of the increased prevalence are related to the expanded diagnostic 

criteria, other explanations include more awareness of autism within both the public and 

qualified professionals, as well as greater research funding for autism (Lord & Bishop, 2010; 

Rutter, 2005).  

 Autism was first discussed by Leo Kanner in the 1940’s (Kanner, 1943), however the 

official diagnosis of autism was developed in 1980 in the third edition of the DSM (DSM-III; 

American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1980). Within this edition’s diagnosis of autism, it was 

characterized by a lack of social responsiveness as well as a disorder of young children (APA, 

1980; Rosen et al., 2021). In the revised version of the third edition of the DSM, the DSM-III-R, 

the diagnosis of autistic disorder was developed to be more flexible and encompassing a broader 

range of symptoms beyond what was characterized as infantile autism (Rosen et al., 2021). This 

form of the diagnosis included the three domains of autism that parallel the current diagnostic 

criteria of autism: impairments in reciprocal social interaction, impairments in communication, 

and the presence of restricted interests, resistance to change, and repetitive movements (APA, 

1987).  

 While these three domains have remained relatively unchanged from the DSM-III-R to 

the current edition, DSM-V, the diagnostic criteria are now viewed in a dimensional approach to 

diagnosing ASD and the first two domains were combined to describe impairments in social 

communication (Rosen et al., 2021). This allows for the homogeneity of the core symptoms of 

ASD while allowing for heterogeneity among the amount and quality of the symptoms (Rosen et 

al., 2021). The DSM-V also classifies autism as a “spectrum,” providing levels that categorize 

the amount of support an individual needs (APA, 2013) as well as including previous diagnoses 
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that fell into the broader autism phenotype such as Asperger’s and Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (Rosen et al., 2021). This “spectrum” classification allows for 

the inclusion of autistic individuals with a wide variety of cognitive, language, behavioral, and 

social abilities (National Research Council, 2001). Taken together, the DSM-V diagnosis of 

ASD includes “persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across multiple 

contexts” and the presence of “restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities” 

(APA, 2013, p. 50-51). Within the first domain, subdomains of diagnostic criteria include 

deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, in nonverbal communication, and in maintaining, 

developing, and understanding relationships (APA, 2013). The second domain includes 

subdomains of which two must be met: stereotyped or repetitive movements, speech, or object 

use; insistence on sameness, inflexible routines, or patterns of nonverbal or verbal behavior; 

restricted interests with abnormal intensity or focus; hyper- or hypo-sensitivity to sensory 

experiences or unusual sensory interests (APA, 2013). Within these subdomains, illustrative 

examples of diagnostic symptoms are included, and the onset of these symptoms must be present 

in the individual’s early developmental period (APA, 2013).   

 In 2022, a revised version of the DSM-V was released, the DSM-V-TR. Within this 

revision, the criteria for diagnosing autism were slightly amended. The revision now requires “all 

of the following” subdomain symptoms in the first domain of difficulties with social 

communication to obtain a diagnosis of ASD (APA, 2022), while in the previous version, the 

words “all of” were omitted (APA, 2013). This revision suggests that there was ambiguity about 

the necessity of meeting all the criteria within the first domain of ASD. Due to the recency of 

this revision, it is unclear how this will affect the diagnostic prevalence of autism as well as the 

diagnostic process moving forward.  
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Autism Diagnostic Process 

 Given the intricacies of an autism diagnosis, the diagnostic process itself often matches 

this complexity. While there are no predefined criteria or consensus for an assessment process to 

diagnose ASD, a comprehensive assessment is called for. Additionally, a diagnosis early in a 

child’s development is strived for. When a child is diagnosed early, this allows for early 

intervention and supportive services which show improved developmental outcomes (Remington 

et al., 2007). Often, children are diagnosed with autism in early childhood/preschool age, 

generally around the age of 29 to 48 months old (Hedges et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2020). 

However, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommend that all children get screened 

by their pediatrician at 18 and 24 months of age (Hedges et al., 2018; Hyman et al., 2020). There 

is a free, well-validated screening tool available for children 12 to 30 months old called the 

Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT; Robins, 2009) that is recommended by 

the AAP (Hyman et al., 2020). Despite the recommendations of the AAP and the availability of 

an easily accessible, free screening tool for healthcare providers, the diagnostic process of autism 

typically begins with a parent or person close to the child (e.g., teacher or other caregivers) 

noticing developmental or behavioral differences in the child and bring those concerns to a 

healthcare professional (McCrimmon & Gray, 2021).   

First Noticing Autism Symptoms 

 Due to autism typically first being diagnosed in early childhood, caregivers play a key 

role in facilitating a diagnosis of autism. Caregivers commonly notice signs of autism before the 

child is 24 months old (Chawarska et al., 2007). In a qualitative study conducted by Smith-

Young and colleagues (2020), they named this stage of the diagnostic process the “Watchful 

Waiting” period. This phase has two subphases: noticing suspected behaviors and searching for 
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assessment and diagnosis (Smith-Young et al., 2020). As stated previously, healthcare providers 

do not typically follow the AAP recommendations of screening all children for autism, citing 

lack of time and improper training (Bivarchi et al., 2021; Lappé et al., 2018). Additionally, the 

heterogenous nature of ASD creates difficulty for pediatricians to have a universal method for 

identifying autism across ages and symptomatology (Lappé et al., 2018). Instead of the 

pediatrician conducting the recommended precautionary screenings for autism, caregivers are 

commonly tasked to be the ones to first discuss their concerns about their child’s behavior or 

development with their child’s healthcare providers (Crane et al., 2016; McCrimmon & Gray, 

2021). This requires the caregivers to both recognize these developmental concerns and feel 

comfortable with bringing up these concerns with the healthcare provider (Johnson et al., 2020). 

Common first concerns that caregivers discuss with the child’s pediatrician include atypical 

language development, atypical social development, and general behavioral concerns (Crane et 

al., 2016; McCrimmon & Gray, 2021). Bringing up these concerns with a healthcare provider 

can be the start of the autism diagnostic process and seeking out a professional’s diagnostic 

opinion (McCrimmon & Gray, 2021). However, this initial step can also be the start of 

caregivers’ frustration and dissatisfaction with the process. While caregivers often notice these 

concerns for autism early, there is also commonly a delay in noticing these symptoms and 

seeking out or receiving a diagnosis. In a study conducted by Zuckerman and colleagues (2015), 

in a nationally representative sample it was found that children were diagnosed with autism an 

average of three years after their caregivers first raised concerns with their healthcare providers.  

One possible reason for this delay is healthcare providers’ reluctance to diagnose a child 

early or a lack of knowledge on autism. Providers fear misdiagnosing a child and labeling them 

as autistic so early in their life (Nissenbaum et al., 2002). Healthcare providers may lean towards 
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the “wait and see” approach to avoid diagnosing a child with autism and to see if they 

developmentally catch up with their typically developing peers (Bent et al., 2020; Edwards et al., 

2021; Smith-Young et al., 2020) despite the well-validated instruments available and the 

multitude of research that exists recommending against this. Additionally, healthcare 

professionals may not take the caregivers’ concerns seriously. They can dismiss the concerns of 

the caregivers or avoid asking autism-related questions entirely (Bivarchi et al., 2021). Previous 

studies have also found healthcare providers reacting to a caregivers’ concerns for autism in a 

passive or reassuring way, such as saying the child may “grow out of it” or that nothing is wrong 

(Oswald et al., 2017; Ryan & Salisbury, 2012; Zuckerman et al., 2015). In a qualitative study 

conducted by Lappé and colleagues (2018), caregivers reported experiencing frustration with the 

healthcare providers’ dismissals of their concerns. When healthcare providers make this 

decision, a delay in diagnosing a child with autism occurs. Furthermore, healthcare providers 

may lack the knowledge to properly detect concerns for autism or resources to provide for 

referrals to diagnostic resources (Zuckerman et al., 2015). 

Another potential reason for this delay is the stigma surrounding a diagnosis of autism. 

Caregivers can experience stigmatizing concerns about a diagnosis of autism, leading to delays 

in seeking out a diagnosis (Bivarchi et al., 2021; Gholipour et al., 2022). They may delay 

bringing up concerns of autism out of difficulty accepting their child’s differences and their 

perceptions of the negative implications a diagnosis may have on their child’s future and how 

they will be accepted by their community (Bivarchi et al., 2021; Farooq & Ahmed, 2020; 

Gholipour et al., 2022).  
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Seeking Out a Provider 

As diagnosing autism is a complex process, it requires a provider who has a specialty in autism 

to diagnose it (Johnson, 2007). Typically, if the caregivers’ concerns are accepted by their 

child’s healthcare provider, they are referred out to other community providers as their child’s 

general practitioners typically are not knowledgeable in diagnosing autism (Crane et al., 2016; 

Shah, 2001). Therefore, these general practitioners can serve as gatekeepers in accessing an 

evaluation for autism (Zuckerman et al., 2015). However, as mentioned previously, healthcare 

providers do not always provide referrals to support the child’s caregivers to pursue an autism 

evaluation for a variety of reasons. In some situations, the child will be identified by their school 

district as having developmental concerns and were referred for an evaluation by their school 

(Locke et al., 2020). In other situations, caregivers seek out an evaluation on their own due to 

their concerns for their child or due to the concerns of another person close to them (e.g., friend, 

family member; Locke et al., 2020). Once the child’s caregivers understand the need for an 

autism evaluation, the second subphase of Smith-Young and colleagues’ (2020) “Watchful 

Waiting” phase begins: searching for assessment and diagnosis. Regardless of who they were 

referred by, caregivers tend to experience dissatisfaction with finding a provider to complete an 

autism diagnostic evaluation (Bent et al., 2020; Smith-Young et al., 2020). Siklos and Kern 

(2007) found that caregivers met with an average of 4.5 professionals before receiving an autism 

diagnosis while Bent and colleagues (2020) found 8 to be the average number of healthcare 

professionals consulted. Furthermore, the higher amount healthcare professionals consulted were 

associated with lower caregiver satisfaction with the diagnostic process (Goin-Kochel et al., 

2006). 
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 Additionally, while referrals may be provided to the caregiver for an evaluation, the 

diagnostic process can remain unclear. There is a lack of supports that exist in assisting 

caregivers to understand and navigate the autism diagnostic process. Bivarchi and colleagues 

(2021) found in a literature review, that caregivers perceived no clear pathway or informational 

resources in accessing diagnostic services for autism. Also, several different types of providers 

are qualified to evaluate for autism, which can further complicate finding a provider to conduct 

an autism evaluation. Due to the complexities of an autism diagnosis, it is recommended that 

autism is ideally diagnosed through a multidisciplinary team (Brian et al., 2019; Volkmar et al., 

2014). Multidisciplinary teams that assess for autism frequently include psychologists, speech-

language pathologists, occupational therapists, and physical therapists (Volkmar et al., 2014). 

While this is the preferred approach, and associated with higher caregiver satisfaction 

(McCrimmon & Gray, 2021), this is not always how a child receives a diagnosis of autism. It is 

recommended that a diagnostic evaluation be performed by a provider who has specialized 

training in diagnosing autism (Volkmar et al., 2014). Such professionals can include 

psychologists, pediatricians, neurologists, and speech-language pathologists (Crane et al., 2016). 

The combination of a variety of possible types of providers to diagnose a child and the lack of 

proper systemic supports to navigate the autism diagnostic process are contributing factors in the 

delay of an autism diagnosis and caregiver satisfaction with the process (Bivarchi et al., 2021; 

Moh & Magiati, 2012). 

Making an Appointment 

 Once a provider has been found to complete the diagnostic evaluation, the next step for 

caregivers is to obtain an assessment appointment. However, often this step is not that simple 

and can result in more delays and dissatisfaction from caregivers. It is a standard occurrence for 
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an immediate appointment to not be available, no matter the type of provider (Ward et al., 2016). 

Wait times for an assessment appointment can be lengthy (Crane et al., 2016; Oswald et al., 

2017; Sansosti et al., 2012). In the United Kingdom, the proposed goal for wait time after a 

referral is 17 weeks for children to be diagnosed with autism (Le Couteur, 2003). Penner and 

colleagues (2018) found recommended maximum wait times for various countries to be between 

1 and 6 months, however, they noted these guidance documents provided no recommendations 

for how to achieve these wait times and no evidence for these recommendations. While most 

studies, especially those conducted in the United States, do not provide average wait times, 

Sansosti and colleagues (2012) reported the caregivers that participated in their study waited 5 to 

7 months with an average of 5.1 months. However, it should be noted this was not a national 

study and only focused on a small area of Ohio. It was reported by Gordon-Lipkin and 

colleagues (2016) that wait times were between 6 to 12 months in an underserved area of 

Tennessee. Ideal wait times for caregivers were found to be around 2 months (Andersson et al., 

2014).  

There is an association found between longer wait times and greater dissatisfaction with 

the autism diagnostic process (McCrimmon & Gray, 2021). In a study conducted by Siklos and 

Kerns (2007), 56 caregivers of children with autism from British Columbia were surveyed about 

their experiences with the diagnostic process. Among many findings, the authors noted over half 

of their sample was dissatisfied with the autism diagnostic process as well as many of their 

sample reporting long wait times (about three years; Siklos & Kerns, 2007). These authors used 

similar methods as Howlin and Moore (1997) to measure these questions about the autism 

diagnostic process, only adapted for the Canadian healthcare system. In the United Kingdom, 

two primary studies exist which examine the associations between caregiver satisfaction and wait 
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times. Howlin and Moore (1997) surveyed approximately 1300 caregivers of autistic children in 

the United Kingdom about various factors related to the child’s diagnostic process. In this study, 

the authors identified a relationship between shorter wait times and satisfaction with the 

diagnostic process (Howlin & Moore, 1997). More recently, Crane and colleagues (2016) sought 

to update the findings of Howlin and Moore (1997). In their study, the authors surveyed 1047 

caregivers of autistic children about their perceptions of the diagnostic process. Similarly, this 

study identified longer wait times being associated with lower satisfaction with the diagnostic 

process (Crane et al., 2016). 

While the previously mentioned studies examine wait times, as defined by the time since 

first noticing symptoms and getting a diagnosis, few other studies have examined wait times in 

relation to time spent on a waiting list specifically. In New Zealand, Eggleston and colleagues 

(2019) found that among 516 caregivers of children with autism, satisfaction with the diagnostic 

process was associated with shorter time spent on a wait list. Other studies available on the topic 

of wait lists are qualitative (e.g., Smith-Young et al., 2020 and Lappé et al., 2018) or use the term 

wait lists and wait times synonymously while referring to the time since symptoms were first 

noticed (e.g., McCrimmon & Gray, 2021). However, regardless of the terms or concepts used to 

identify delays in the process, the research appears to be mostly convergent: longer time waiting 

is associated with lower caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process. One study’s 

results did not support this assertion. In a study by Moh and Magiati (2012), 102 caregivers of 

autistic children in Singapore were surveyed about satisfaction with the diagnostic process. Their 

findings did not show a significant relationship with the duration of the diagnostic process and 

caregiver satisfaction. However, several possible explanations exist for this finding such as the 

caregivers in the sample reporting relatively short wait times (i.e., mean of 12.5 months from 
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first noticing symptoms to diagnosis) and their sample being comprised of children with higher 

supportive needs (Moh & Magiati, 2012).  

Assessment Appointment 

 After a caregiver has been able to overcome all the previous steps in seeking out a 

diagnosis, the assessment appointment arrives. Regardless of the type of provider conducting the 

assessment, there are recommendations for the types of domains the evaluation should include. 

According to Brian and colleagues (2019), a diagnostic assessment for autism should include a 

records review, an interview or interviews with the child’s family, and an assessment of core 

features of autism (i.e., social interaction/communication and patterns of behavior and interest). 

Additionally, it is recommended that the child’s adaptive, academic, cognitive, sensory, motor, 

behavioral, and emotional functioning be evaluated along with their speech, language, and 

communication skills and physical health and nutrition (Brian et al., 2019). Within the autism-

specific portion of testing, Brian and colleagues (2019) listed some commonly used measures 

such as the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule – 2nd edition (ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2012), 

Childhood Autism Rating Scale – 2nd edition (CARS-2; Schopler et al., 2010), Autism 

Diagnostic Interview – Revised (ADI-R; Rutter et al., 2003), and the Social Responsiveness 

Scale – 2nd edition (SRS-2; Constantino & Gruber, 2012). It is also recommended that the 

provider or providers consider differential diagnoses and co-occurring conditions when assessing 

for autism (Brian et al., 2019). These other conditions to be assessed include neurodevelopmental 

disorders such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, mental/behavioral disorders such as 

anxiety disorders and obsessive compulsive disorder, genetic conditions such as Rett syndrome, 

and medical conditions such as epilepsy (Brian et al., 2019).  
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 While these recommendations exist, whether the providers conducting the assessment 

utilizes the recommended tools or assesses the recommended domains varies. A study completed 

by Skellern and colleagues (2005) found that only 19% of providers used standardized autism-

specific observational measures such as the ADOS-2 or CARS-2. Furthermore, the types of 

providers were also related to how the assessment was conducted and what was included within 

the assessment. For example, psychologists are more likely to complete an assessment of 

cognitive abilities than psychiatrists and are more likely to gain reports from other informants 

(e.g., teachers) compared to pediatricians (Ward et al., 2016). 

 During the assessment appointment, caregivers can be involved to varying degrees. 

Caregivers who were able to be more involved with the assessment and had higher degrees of 

collaboration with their child’s provider(s) were associated with higher caregiver satisfaction 

with the autism diagnostic process (Abbott et al., 2013; McCrimmon & Gray, 2021; Moh & 

Magiati, 2012). Taken together, from the types of assessments done to the amount they are 

involved in the process, caregivers can have vastly different assessment experiences to achieve 

the same diagnosis. This can contribute to caregivers being satisfied or not with the autism 

diagnostic process (Abbott et al., 2013). 

Feedback 

 Following the evaluation of the child for autism, the clinician will provide feedback to 

the caregivers about the diagnosis of autism. Feedback sessions serve as an interface between the 

diagnostic evaluation and the period of caregivers understanding the diagnosis and receiving 

intervention services (Pattison et al., 2021). There are no formally published guidelines that 

consistently agree with the proper practices for a feedback session (Pattison et al., 2021). In 

general, feedback sessions should provide the families with accurate information about the 
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diagnosis in an empathetic manner that allows them to process difficult emotions and provide an 

optimistic outlook (Perry et al., 2002). Additionally, it is recommended that feedback be 

provided from a strengths-based approach (Pattison et al., 2021). The feedback session is also a 

time to discuss post-diagnostic resources and direct the family to supportive services (Makino et 

al., 2021). The feedback session is also a crucial part of the assessment process that influences 

caregivers’ satisfaction with the diagnostic process. Variables that can influence satisfaction 

include the manner a clinician provides the diagnosis (Crane et al., 2016), when caregivers were 

given more time to ask questions and review the report (Abbott et al., 2013), and receiving vague 

and unclear details about the assessment or diagnosis (Whitaker, 2002). Altogether, this is the 

final essential component of the autism diagnostic process, and it also can contribute to the 

satisfaction of the child’s caregivers.  

The Importance of Caregiver Satisfaction  

Little research exists that directly examines caregiver satisfaction with the autism 

diagnostic process and its impacts on caregivers. Outside of the diagnosis of autism, a positive 

evaluation experience has been found to be associated with higher levels of acceptance of the 

diagnostic results, lower levels of parental stress, and being able to implement more effective 

coping strategies (Leff & Walizer, 1992; Quine & Pahl, 1986; Wooley et al., 1989). However, a 

positive assessment experience is not the norm for those who receive an autism diagnosis; most 

caregivers report low satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process (Howlin & Moore, 1997; 

Mansell & Morris, 2004).  This dissatisfaction is concerning as it may lead to increased parental 

stress, decreased likelihood to follow-through with recommendations, and delays in obtaining 

treatment services or intervention. 
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Stress 

Caregivers to children with autism have shown higher levels of parenting stress than 

caregivers of children with other diagnoses (Blacher & McIntyre, 2006). Additionally, higher 

levels of mood disorders, such as depression and anxiety, as well as a decreased quality of life 

are observed in caregivers of autistic children (Boyd, 2002; Lee et al., 2009). Higher reports of 

stress and lower quality of life is attributable to both features that can be related to the child’s 

autism (e.g., differences in socialization and higher externalizing behaviors) as well as 

interaction caregivers have with professionals (Reed & Osborne, 2012). It is important to note 

that while these studies focused on caregiver stress of previously diagnosed autistic children, this 

increased parental stress, decreased quality of life, and poorer mental health are likely to be 

present before the diagnostic process occurs as the child’s autism-related characteristics are 

present before diagnosis as well as after. Therefore, before beginning the autism diagnostic 

process, caregivers are likely predisposed to having increased stress and decreased well-being 

and mental health and more susceptible for dissatisfaction to negatively impact their stress and 

their and their child’s life.  

Higher caregiver stress has been associated with lower levels of caregiver satisfaction 

with the autism diagnostic process (Mansell & Morris, 2004; McCrimmon & Gray, 2021; Moh & 

Magiati, 2012). Additionally, caregiver dissatisfaction with the autism evaluation process has 

been linked to higher levels of stress experienced both during and after the evaluation (Jashar et 

al., 2019). Heightened reported stress levels have been associated with limited caregiver 

participation in therapy, which can negatively impact a child’s potential outcomes (Osborne et 

al., 2008). Higher levels of caregiver stress have also been linked to more challenging child 

behavioral problems and greater parenting difficulties (Osborne & Reed, 2010). Additionally, 
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lower levels of stress at the time of an autism diagnosis have been found to be linked to the 

caregiver being more accepting of that diagnosis (Da Paz et al., 2018). This acceptance of the 

autism diagnosis was related to lower levels of caregiver distress and depression (Da Paz et al., 

2018). Furthermore, dissatisfaction was found to be more closely related to stress that was 

secondary to the evaluation process rather than pre-existing stress (Jashar et al., 2019). Not only 

are reported levels of stress heightened when caregivers are dissatisfied with the autism 

diagnostic process, but they also report additional feelings of burden placed on families (Howlin 

& Moore, 1997; White et al., 2009).  

Recommendation follow-through and delays in intervention 

There are many potential factors that influence the likelihood of caregivers following the 

recommendations provided during the diagnostic evaluation for autism. Some of these include 

time, finances, and the ability to access the recommended services (Jashar et al., 2019). 

Eggleston and colleagues (2019) found that caregivers who were more satisfied with the autism 

diagnostic process were also more likely to be satisfied with the post-diagnostic intervention 

services they received. Additionally, delays in seeking a diagnosis have been found to lead to 

lower levels of caregiver satisfaction (Howlin & Moore, 1997) and has been associated with 

delays in implementing support and intervention strategies (Moh & Magiati, 2012; Webb et al., 

2014). There have also been associations found between lower parental involvement and 

therapeutic self-efficacy when parents were more dissatisfied or had higher levels of stress 

(Hastings & Symes, 2002; Konstantareas & Homatidis, 1989). The combination of these factors 

creates a higher likelihood for intervention services to be delayed or of a lower quality (Reed & 

Osborne, 2012). When delays in accessing intervention services are present, the potential impact 

and outcomes the children have tend to be lower. Koegel and colleagues (2014) affirm that an 
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abundance of previous research suggests that the earlier intervention occurs in the child’s 

development, the better the outcomes that child achieves.  

To summarize, caregivers being satisfied with the diagnostic process has the potential to 

influence how quickly a child receives services, being more accepting of the diagnosis, and 

having lower levels of stress. Therefore, caregivers being more satisfied with the diagnostic 

process has the potential to lead to more positive results and long-term outcomes for the children 

who receive the autism diagnosis. 

Sociodemographic Barriers to the Diagnostic Process 

Socioeconomic status  

Socioeconomic status (SES) includes demographic variables such as household income 

and levels of education (Durkin et al., 2010). While autism is found among all levels of 

socioeconomic status (Hodges et al., 2020), those from a higher SES are diagnosed with autism 

more frequently likely due to disparate access to healthcare services (Durkin et al., 2010). 

Barriers for caregivers of a lower SES related to their child being diagnosed with autism include 

the cost of getting those services and having to travel to receive those services as well as a lower 

awareness of autism symptoms and access to developmental services (Fountain et al., 2011; 

Thomas et al., 2012). Caregivers with higher educational qualifications and more economic 

resources tend to be more knowledgeable about autism, therefore, are more likely to bring up 

concerns of autism, and have more access to the means to undergo the diagnostic process for 

autism (Hildago et al., 2015; Moh & Magiati, 2012). However, it should be noted that while 

those with lower education and lower financial resources were related to a later diagnosis, they 

have not been associated with longer wait times to receive the diagnosis (Moh & Magiati, 2012).  
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When observing correlates with caregiver satisfaction and a school diagnosis of autism, 

Hildago and colleagues (2015) determined that caregivers of a lower SES, particularly of lower 

income and lower levels of education, tended to have lower levels of satisfaction with the 

diagnostic process. Particularly, they identified that families at or below the poverty line noted a 

barrier of little to no services available for families in their financial situation for an autism 

diagnosis that were feasible with their financial constraints (Hildago et al., 2015). Similarly, 

Goin-Kochel and colleagues (2006) found that those with a higher income and level of education 

were more satisfied with the autism diagnostic process when they surveyed a sample of 494 

caregivers of autistic children within the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, New 

Zealand, and Australia. In a qualitative study by Lappé and colleagues (2018), the caregivers 

described more satisfaction when they experienced a shorter wait time. However, these shorter 

wait times were typically only possible when they would pay out of pocket for services, which is 

not an affordable option for many families. 

Race/ethnicity 

Communities of color have described particular difficulty with receiving an autism 

diagnosis. Studies suggest lower levels of identification of autism within racial and ethnic 

minorities (Mandell et al., 2009). However, it should be noted that once adjusted for income 

levels, autism was found at a similar prevalence rate across race and ethnicity (Durkin et al., 

2010; Thomas et al., 2012). Previous literature has documented healthcare professionals 

dismissing the concerns about autism of caregivers of color (Burkett et al., 2015). Additionally, 

higher levels of stigma surrounding autism has been found within communities of color (Burkett 

et al., 2015; Zuckerman et al., 2014). Outside of correlations between being a racial/ethnic 

minority and SES, little research exists surrounding caregivers of color’s satisfaction and the 
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autism diagnostic process. Additionally, studies of caregiver satisfaction with the autism 

diagnostic process have an underrepresentation of racial and ethnic minorities within their 

samples. Despite this, there remains clear differences in the experiences that communities of 

color have with the diagnosis and treatment of autism and many cultural factors that exists which 

add to this difference (e.g., Burkett et al., 2015). 

Rurality 

It has been well documented that those living in rural areas report difficulties with 

receiving services for the identification and treatment for children (e.g., Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2011; Cohen & Hesselbart, 1993; Gona et al., 2016; Green et al., 2013; 

Slade, 2003). However, despite these difficulties, there is no significant discrepancy found 

between the prevalence rates of autism within rural and urban locations for population-based 

studies (Antezana et al., 2017). However, there is a disparate rate of children diagnosed with 

autism between rural and urban settings both in the United States (Williams et al., 2006) and 

internationally (Vassos et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2013) when a non-population-based study is 

conducted. This suggests that those who live in rural areas may endure many challenges to have 

their children diagnosed with autism. In fact, delays and difficulties with an autism diagnosis 

occur at a higher reported rate in rural settings than urban settings (Antezana et al., 2017; Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). 

One of these difficulties experienced includes physically limited access to resources 

(Antezana et al., 2017). Rural areas have healthcare shortages that force those living in these 

communities to travel far distances, sometimes outside of the state, to receive adequate services 

(Singh et al., 2019). Often, due to the lack of services available in rural settings, schools become 

the service providers for these families (Antezana et al., 2017). However, a greater lack of 
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awareness of autism exists in rural areas from both caregivers as well as health providers and 

school officials (Antezana et al., 2017). This, therefore, adds to the difficulty and delay in 

diagnosing autism.  

When considering the availability of healthcare providers, it was found by Mandell and 

Palmer (2005) that in areas in which there was a shortage of healthcare providers (like rural 

areas), there was a decrease in the number of children who received an autism diagnosis. Urban 

areas are more likely to have an increased density of resources available for autism compared to 

rural areas (Antezana et al., 2017). In addition to the previously listed barriers, caregivers are 

reportedly less likely to seek out supports in rural areas due to cultural differences that include 

high levels of independence, self-sufficiency, and self-reliance (Strasser, 2003). This can lead to 

apprehension of healthcare professionals and avoidance of assessing for autism (Antezana et al., 

2017). 

Rurality has been previously explored as a factor related to caregiver satisfaction of the 

receipt of autism treatment services (e.g., Mello et al., 2016; Murphy & Ruble, 2012; Rivard et 

al., 2015). This research has shown that when they were able to access services, caregivers were 

mostly satisfied with the treatment services they were able to receive. However, parents were 

less satisfied with the difficulty of finding services, the length of time to travel to receive 

services, and would question the validity of the services overall compared to urban populations.  

While this information is available for autism treatment services, no research has directly 

analyzed caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process and the barrier of living in a 

rural area. 
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Current Study 

 Considering the lack of current studies evaluating caregivers’ satisfaction with the autism 

diagnostic process, especially within the United States, the current study was aimed at addressing 

this gap within the existing literature. Additionally, while barriers to the assessment process and 

caregiver satisfaction have been evaluated, these factors are not typically examined 

simultaneously or in direct relation to the diagnostic evaluation process for autism. Therefore, 

this study aimed to include an examination of potential barriers to the autism diagnostic process 

in relation to caregiver satisfaction. Furthermore, length of wait for an evaluation has been 

inconsistently evaluated, thus, this study evaluated both length of wait since first noticing autism 

symptoms and length of time spent on a wait list to observe any difference in the influence these 

variables may have. Overall, this study aimed to update the existing literature as well as to 

examine the relationship between caregiver satisfaction, barriers to the evaluation process, and 

wait times for receiving an evaluation within the same model. Additionally, the study intended to 

examine how interactions between certain predictor variables related to caregiver satisfaction. 

Particularly, how caregivers’ perception of the reasonability of the wait time interacted with 

barriers to the evaluation process that have been previously identified within the literature.  

Methods 

Participants 

 The current study used an archival data set that was collected through Qualtrics, an online 

survey system, by the ISU CARES Lab as a part of a larger study focusing on the autism 

assessment and feedback experiences of caregivers. Participants were recruited online through 

social media (i.e., Facebook and Instagram), paid advertisements on Facebook, and sharing the 

study with four colleagues who focus on neurodevelopmental disabilities in university programs 
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and centers located within the United States who then further distributed the survey. Inclusion 

criteria comprised of participants being 18 years old or older, a caregiver of at least one child 

who was diagnosed with autism, a resident of the United States, a previous participant in their 

child’s diagnostic process, proficient in English, and having internet access. Participants whose 

child was 18 years or older when they were diagnosed were excluded. Data was collected from 

April to June of 2021.  

 When considering an appropriate sample size for this proposed study, a study conducted 

by Crane and colleagues (2016) was utilized to determine the appropriate parameters. The 

authors of this study investigated the relationship between parental satisfaction with the autism 

diagnostic process in the United Kingdom and various factors, such as the amount of time taken 

to get a diagnosis, with 1,047 parents. This study found an overall large effect (R2 = 0.49). Given 

these findings, a power analysis for a multiple regression with 18 predictors (10 tested predictors 

[α = 0.05, power = 0.80]) was conducted using the G*power statistical software (Faul et al., 

2007). This power analysis indicated that approximately 119 participants would be needed to 

obtain a moderate effect size f2 = 0.15 and 58 participants would be needed to obtain a large 

effect size f2 = 0.35. Therefore, it was estimated that a sample size of at least 150 participants be 

used from the archival database to account for potential missing data. The current database 

contains responses from approximately 370 participants. Upon completion of cleaning the data 

(i.e., deleting duplicate/counterfeit responses, and incorrect responses to attention checks), the 

sample size was 345 participants.  

 Participants in the current sample were from 45 states within the United States (all states 

except Minnesota, Mississippi, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming). Based upon the 

United States census region delineations, see Table 1 for an overview of the regions participants 
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lived at the time of the evaluation. Following cleaning of the data, descriptive demographic 

information are provided within the results section. 

Table 1 

Participants’ Regions of the United States 

Region n Percentage 

Northeast 53 15.45% 

Midwest 92 26.82% 

South 121 35.28% 

West 68 19.83% 
 
Materials 

 As no known, available, and validated measures exist for assessing these factors, 

researchers created an online survey to collect this information as well as other information about 

the autism assessment process (see Appendix 1). As the data that was collected was a part of a 

larger research questionnaire, additional questions were asked of the research participants that 

were not directly related to this research study. The questions created for the survey regarding 

the autism assessment process were inspired by the researchers’ clinical experiences with this 

process and existing research on the topic. 

 Overall, the survey consisted of three sections: demographic information of the child and 

caregiver, the assessment process, and the feedback process. Within the first section on 

demographic information, caregivers completed questions regarding their and their child’s 

gender, race/ethnicity, age at the time of evaluation, as well as the caregiver’s family income, 

level of financial stress, size of household, level of education, and zip code when they received 

the autism evaluation. In the second section, caregivers were asked to answer questions about 

their experiences prior to the evaluation and during the evaluation. Within the pre-evaluation 
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section, caregivers were asked about when they first noticed autism symptoms, what those 

symptoms were, if and what type of regression in skills they noticed with their child, who 

referred their child for an evaluation, the level of difficulty of finding a clinician to complete the 

evaluation, time spent waiting after first contacting the clinician for an evaluation, and if this was 

a reasonable wait. In the section regarding their experience during the evaluation, caregivers 

were asked about the cost and who covered the cost of the evaluation, if the evaluation was 

completed in their preferred language, if they had to travel to receive the evaluation and how 

long that travel took, what was done within the evaluation, who completed the evaluation, the 

caregiver’s level of involvement in the process, and how long it took to complete. Additionally, 

there were questions about caregiver’s comfort, distress, and satisfaction overall with the testing 

process. In the final section, information was collected about the caregiver’s experience during 

the feedback session (e.g., who attended it, who completed it, provider characteristics, and the 

caregiver’s reactions to the autism diagnosis) and following the feedback session (e.g., their 

perceptions of their child and responses of others to the diagnosis). 

Procedure 

 The online survey was made available to participants through an advertised, shared, or 

posted web link. Those who elected to participate in the study were first provided with 

information on the purpose of the study as well as the criteria necessary to participate in it. 

Following the participants providing their informed consent, they proceeded to complete the 

Qualtrics survey online. In the event that the caregiver had multiple children with autism, the 

caregivers were asked to complete the survey about their first experience getting an autism 

assessment. This was decided upon to attempt to ensure caregivers’ level of familiarity with the 

process be somewhat similar, regardless of the number of times they went through the diagnostic 
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process. Four attention checks were placed throughout the survey to verify participant’s 

attentiveness to the questions being asked. These attention checks asked participants to select a 

specific response (e.g., “Please select number 2”). Participants who failed any attention checks 

were excluded from the survey. Upon completion of this survey, participants were asked to 

complete a separate survey containing further questions to be entered into a raffle for 

compensation. Participants had the opportunity to win a $50 Amazon gift card at a ratio of 1:25. 

This separate survey was created in order to guarantee the contact information they provided 

would not be linked to their responses on the research survey.  

Hypotheses and Analyses 

Hypotheses 

 The study contains six hypotheses, which examined the factors of wait time and barriers 

that relate to caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process (see Table 2).  

Table 2 

List of Hypotheses 

Length of Wait 

Hypothesis 1 Longer times since first noticing symptoms will be associated with lower 
satisfaction 

Hypothesis 2 Longer times spent on a waitlist will be associated with lower satisfaction 

Hypothesis 3 Those who indicated the wait time being less reasonable will be associated with 
lower satisfaction 

Barriers  

Hypothesis 4 Higher levels of reported financial stress will be associated with lower 
satisfaction 

Hypothesis 5 Lower levels of reported education will be associated with lower satisfaction 

Hypothesis 6 Longer time spent traveling to receive the evaluation will be associated with 
lower satisfaction 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Hypothesis 7 Higher difficulty finding a clinician will be associated with lower satisfaction 

Hypothesis 8 More rural reported locations will be associated with lower caregiver satisfaction 

Interactions  

Hypothesis 9 The interaction of a less reasonable wait and more time spent on the waitlist will 
be associated with lower satisfaction 

Hypothesis 10 The interaction of a less reasonable wait and a higher total barrier score will be 
associated with lower satisfaction 

  

The outcome variable for Hypotheses 1-10 is on a scale of 0-100, with higher scores 

indicating that participants were more satisfied with the evaluation. For Hypothesis 1, the 

predictor variable was calculated by subtracting the response provided from Q2.1 (age of the 

child when symptoms of autism were noticed) from Q1.10 (age at diagnosis). Responses for 

Q2.1 that indicated less than 1 year old and were changed to 0 and responses that indicated older 

than 18 were deleted from the database. This provided one conceptualization of wait time that 

can include the process of receiving a referral for an evaluation. For Hypothesis 2, Q2.8 

represents the predictor variable, the time spent on a waitlist in months. Hypotheses 3, 4, and 7 

have predictor variables from Q2.9, Q1.23, and Q2.6, respectively. All predictor variables for 

these hypotheses are derived from 5-point Likert scales. Higher scores on the predictor variables’ 

Likert scales for Hypotheses 4 and 7 represent a higher degree of that predictor variable (i.e., 

financial stress and difficulty finding a clinician), while higher ratings of the predictor variable 

for Hypothesis 3 indicate less of a reasonable wait. Hypothesis 5’s predictor variable was 

collected from Q1.21. This question provides seven possible options for the participant to select 

ranging from “less than high school” to “doctorate degree.” These selections were coded to 

represent a 7-point Likert scale ordered from lowest education to highest education. The 
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predictor variable for Hypothesis 6 was gathered from Q3.7. This is a 4-point Likert scale with 

higher scores indicating longer travel times. See Appendix 1 for the list of questions used in the 

survey.  

 Hypotheses 1-3 were aimed to represent different conceptualizations of time spent 

waiting for a diagnosis and caregivers’ perceptions of that wait time. Hypotheses 4-8 were 

intended to represent barriers faced when seeking out an assessment. Regarding socioeconomic 

status, many options exist for conceptualizing this variable. Due to the variability of payment 

methods for an evaluation (e.g., out of pocket, private insurance, Medicaid), financial stress was 

proposed to best represent financial barriers as opposed to the cost of the evaluation or household 

income. Therefore, barriers related to SES were related to the variables measuring financial 

stress and level of education. Additionally, it was hoped that time spent traveling as well as 

difficulty finding a clinician would be able to capture aspects of rurality that can be the most 

burdensome for families. Additionally, Hypothesis 8 aimed to capture rurality directly. To create 

the variable for this hypothesis, the Rural Health Information Hub offers rural data from the 

National Center for Health Statistics that classifies counties on a 6-point Likert scale for their 

level of being metropolitan or rural. Higher scores correspond with being more rural. To use this 

data, the zip codes attained in the data set were converted to their corresponding counties and 

then the counties were searched within the online rural health database.  

Interaction terms were created for the predictors of Hypotheses 9 and 10. For Hypothesis 

9, the interaction term contained the predictor variable from Hypothesis 3 (Q2.9) and the 

predictor variable from Hypothesis 2 (Q2.8). For Hypothesis 10, the interaction term contained 

the predictor variable from Hypothesis 3 (Q2.9) and a total barrier score. A total barrier score 

was created to capture the effect of all the barriers combined. Equal weight was given to the 
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variables used to calculate the total barrier score by setting all variables on the equivalent of a 5-

point Likert scale and reversing the level of education variable. Two variables were already from 

a 5-point Likert scale. The other variables had a formula created to divide the response by the 

amount of the scale (i.e., 4 or 7) and this number was then be multiplied by 5. In the event that 

these interaction terms do not significantly add to the model, they were proposed to be dropped. 

These interaction terms were chosen based on a theoretical understanding of the importance of 

the perception of the reasonability of the time spent waiting. Appendix 2 displays a data 

dictionary for reference with definitions of all variables utilized in this study. 

Several covariates likely exist in relation to this topic. Therefore, there were eight 

proposed covariates to be measured: race and ethnicity of the child and caregiver, age of the 

child at diagnosis, age of the caregiver at their child’s diagnosis, and child and parent gender. 

Due to the limited amount of racially and ethnically diverse participants in the collected sample, 

it was proposed for that covariate to be transformed into a dichotomous variable to represent 

“White” and “Non-white.” However, the covariates ultimately were not significant within the 

models and were subsequently dropped.  

Descriptive statistics are provided and include descriptives on all variables (e.g., sample 

size, range, mean, standard deviation, variance, skewness, kurtosis), a correlation matrix between 

all variables, and descriptive statistics of demographic information about the sample (e.g., age at 

diagnosis, gender, race, ethnicity, income, education). See Tables 3, 4, and 5 below and Table 6 

within the Results section).   

Analyses 

All participants who did not meet the inclusion criteria or who failed the attention checks 

were removed. This includes participants who indicated meeting inclusion criteria initially but 
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Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics 
 

 n Range Min Max Mean SD Variance Skewness Kurtosis 

Caregiver Satisfaction 339 100 0 100 72.13 23.68 560.84 -.92 .68 

Time Since Noticing 
Symptoms 338 16 0 16 2.83 2.64 6.97 1.83 3.63 

Months on a Waitlist  337 24 0 24 4.03 3.84 14.74 2.62 9.15 

Reasonability of Wait 
Time 343 4 1 5 2.95 1.37 1.88 .06 -1.24 

Financial Stress 342 4 1 5 3.11 1.25 1.56 .04 -1.15 

Education 343 6 1 7 3.64 1.41 1.99 .28 -.90 

Travel Time 343 3 1 4 1.56 .80 .65 1.31 .87 

Difficulty Finding a 
Clinician 343 4 1 5 2.83 1.26 1.59 -.06 -1.2 

Rurality 335 5 1 6 3.03 1.55 2.42 .47 -.84 

Combined Barrier 
Score 343 15.18 5.39 20.57 13.18 3.08 9.46 -.17 -.54 
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Table 4 

Age Descriptive Statistics 
 

 n Range Min Max Mean SD Variance Skewness Kurtosis 

Caregiver 
Age at 
Child’s 
Diagnosis 
 

320 41 22 63 36.47 8.36 69.81 .89 .43 

 

Child Age 
at 
Diagnosis 

341 15 1 16 5.57 3.40 11.57 .93 .07 

 

Table 5 

Descriptive Statistics of Other Demographics 

 n Percentage 
Caregiver Gender   

Male 41 11.95% 
Female 298 86.88% 

Other 3 0.01% 
Child Gender   

Male 247 72.01% 
Female 92 26.82% 

Other 4 1.17% 
Caregiver Race   

White/Caucasian 310 90.38% 
Black/African America 17 4.96% 

Native American/Alaska 
Native 

20 5.83% 

Asian 2 0.58% 
Native Hawaiian or Other 

Pacific Islander 
2 0.58% 

Other 8 2.33% 
Child Race   

White/Caucasian 317 92.42% 
Black/African America 29 8.45% 

Native American/Alaska 
Native 21 

6.12% 

Asian 4 1.17% 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 1 

0.29% 

Other 10 2.91% 
Caregiver Ethnicity   

Hispanic/Latino 42 12.24% 
Not Hispanic/Latino 286 83.38% 

Other 12 3.50% 
Child Ethnicity   

Hispanic/Latino 58 16.91% 
Not Hispanic/Latino 272 79.30% 

Other 10 2.91% 
Income   

Less than $25,000 88 25.66% 
$25,000 to $34,999 66 19.24% 
$35,000 to $49,999 66 19.24% 
$50,000 to $74,999 62 18.08% 
$75,000 to $99,999 28 8.16% 

$100,000 to $149,999 21 6.12% 
$150,000 or more 11 3.21% 

 
later responses provided indicated otherwise (i.e., age of child at diagnosis was 18 or older; 

n=31). A participant’s data was deleted for a particular variable for several possible reasons: 

caregiver age was deleted if caregiver was young and same age as child at diagnosis (e.g., 

caregiver and child were both 5 years old; n=9), a negative score on time since first noticing 

symptoms (n=3), or caregiver age at diagnosis was younger than 12 years old (n=6). The final 

sample size of the dataset that was analyzed was n=345. See Table 3, 4, and 5 for descriptive 

information regarding the sample. To avoid a large amount of missing data on the travel time 

variable, those who indicated they did not travel were included within the lowest selection on the 

Likert scale (i.e., “less than 1 hour”; n=164). Listwise deletion was used for each analyses. For 

Model 1, the final total sample size after listwise deletion was 322 and for Model 2 it was 329. 

Therefore, 23 participants were deleted from Model 1, and 16 were deleted from Model 2. 
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The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for the statistical 

analyses (IBM Corporation, 2017). Hypotheses 1-10 was analyzed using a hierarchical multiple 

linear regression, following the data set being evaluated for normality, linearity, and 

multicollinearity. A multiple linear regression was proposed due to it having the ability to 

examine predictive relationships between a single outcome variable and multiple predictor 

variables (Allison, 2012). Specifically, a hierarchical multiple linear regression was proposed 

due to the ability of this form of multiple regression to analyze the variables in a sequential order 

based off the researcher’s theoretical understanding of their importance in the model (Petrocelli, 

2003). In addition to the hierarchical regression, a simultaneous regression was also completed 

and the differences between the two were observed. Through the use of this analysis, it was 

aimed to observe the relationship between the outcome variable, caregiver satisfaction of the 

diagnostic evaluation, and the eight predictor variables.  

The results of the multiple linear regression provided correlations between each of the 

variables (Allison, 2012). These correlation coefficients were interpreted using descriptors of the 

categorization of their strength such as weak (r ≤ .3), moderate (r = .31 - .5), and strong (r > .5; 

Plonsky & Oswald, 2014). However, according to Taylor (1990), an interpretation of statistical 

significance is needed for the descriptive interpretation to be meaningful. Therefore, multiple t-

tests were conducted to determine the significance of the individual variables as well as an F-test, 

which was conducted to determine the significance of the overall model. Cohen (2013) proposed 

interpretations of effect sizes to be f 2 = .02 being a small effect, f 2 = .15 being a medium effect, 

and f 2 = .35 being a large effect. Additionally, the change in R2 between steps and the partial and 

semi-partial correlations for each variable were reported. 
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We generally proposed to analyze the data using two hierarchical regression models. 

Firstly, we proposed to enter the aforementioned covariates into the model. Any covariates that 

have a significant relationship in the model would be retained within the multiple regression 

model. Next, the predictor variables would be added into the model. Finally, interaction terms 

were proposed to further analyze the relationships between the variables. Specifically, two 

interaction terms were proposed to be tested within the multiple regression models. These 

interaction terms were “reasonable wait X time spent on a waitlist” and “reasonable wait X total 

barrier score”.  

The first hierarchical regression model that was run included three steps that were 

proposed and described above: first covariates were entered, then the eight predictor variables, 

then a single interaction term, reasonable wait X time spent on a waitlist. The other interaction 

term could not be added to this model as the combined barrier variable had not previously been 

included within the model. Therefore, we proposed to run a second hierarchical regression 

model. This model was similar to the first model with some exceptions. The second model was 

proposed to include covariates, then all variables apart from interaction terms with the exception 

of the barrier variables being replaced with a total barrier score, and then the two interaction 

terms. The differences between these two models were observed and discussed below. 

After the analyses were run, it was discovered that no covariates significantly added to 

the models, therefore they were all dropped. The hierarchical multiple regression models then 

were composed of two steps. Additionally, the interaction terms within the second regression 

model were not significant and were subsequently dropped from this model. This left one 

hierarchical multiple regression model with two steps (Model 1) and one standard regression 

model (Model 2). However, as initially discussed in the proposal, a simultaneous regression was 
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included to describe the observed difference and determine best model fit. This simultaneous 

regression was represented by the second step of Model 2. Therefore, this step was still reported 

and described within the results even though the interaction terms were non-significant.  

As previously stated, missing data was addressed by listwise deletion for all variables 

except for the total barrier score. For the total barrier score, the participant’s mean score was 

imputed for instances of less than 25% missing data. If participants had more than 25% of data 

missing for the variables within the total barrier scale, they would not be included within the 

analyses. However, no participant fit this criterion therefore no participants were excluded. 

Regarding statistical assumptions, there was linearity as assessed by partial regression 

plots and a plot of studentized residuals against the predicted values. A visual inspection 

demonstrated that there was a linear relationship for each partial regression plot and the residuals 

formed a horizontal band for the plot of studentized residuals. There was independence of 

residuals as assessed by a Durbin Watson statistic of approximately 2. There was 

homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of studentized residuals versus 

unstandardized predicted values. The visual inspection found the residuals to be approximately 

evenly distributed. There was no evidence of multicollinearity, as assessed by tolerance values 

greater than 0.1. There were no studentized deleted residuals greater than ±3 standard deviations, 

no leverage values greater than 0.2, and values for Cook's distance above 1. The assumption of 

normality was met, as assessed by Q-Q Plot. A visual inspection of this plot found the points to 

approximately align with the diagonal line. 
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Results 

Correlations 

As a part of the hierarchical multiple regression analyses, Pearson’s correlation was run 

for all variables (see Table 6). Statistically significant relationships were observed across 

multiple variables. Caregiver satisfaction had a small negative correlation with months on a 

waitlist, r(329) = -.22, p < .001, a moderate negative correlation with reasonability of wait time, 

r(329) = -.36, p < .001, a moderate negative correlation with difficulty finding a clinician, r(322) 

= -.32, p < .001, and a small negative correlation with a combined barrier score, r(329) = -.2, p < 

.001. Time since noticing symptoms had a small positive correlation with months on a waitlist, 

r(329) = .11, p < .05, a small positive correlation with reasonability of wait time, r(329) = .14, p 

< .05, a small positive correlation with education, r(322) = .22, p < .001, and a small negative 

correlation with travel time, r(322) = -.12, p < .05. Months on a waitlist had a large positive 

correlation with reasonability of wait time, r(329) = .52, p < .001, a small positive correlation 

with financial stress, r(322) = .17, p < .01, a moderate positive correlation with difficulty finding 

a clinician, r(322) = .32, p < .001, a small positive correlation with rurality, r(322) = .11, p < .05, 

and a small positive correlation with a combined barrier score, r(329) = .22, p < .001. 

Reasonability of wait time had a small positive correlation with financial stress, r(322) = .13, p < 

.05, a moderate positive correlation with difficulty finding a clinician, r(322) = .49, p < .001, and 

a small positive correlation with a combined barrier score, r(329) = .25, p < .001. Financial stress 

had a small positive correlation with difficulty finding a clinician, r(322) = .22, p < .001, and a 

small positive correlation with rurality, r(322) = .11, p < .05. Education had a small negative 

correlation with travel time, r(322) = -.12, p < .05, and a small negative correlation with rurality, 

r(322) = -.2, p < .001. Travel time had a small positive correlation with difficulty finding a 
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Table 6 

Correlation Table 

 
 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

1. Caregiver 
Satisfaction 1          

2. Time Since 
Noticing Symptoms .06 1         

3. Months on a 
Waitlist  -.22*** .11* 1        

4. Reasonability of 
Wait Time -.36*** .14* .52*** 1       

5. Financial Stress -.08 -.02 .17** .13* 1      

6. Education -.01 .22*** .10 .09 -.09 1     

7. Travel Time -.10 -.12* .07 .08 .07 -.12* 1    

8. Difficulty Finding a 
Clinician -.32*** .05 .32*** .49*** .22*** -.01 .22*** 1   

9. Rurality .01 -.03 .11* .002 .11* -.2*** .14* .01 1  

10. Combined Barrier 
Score -.20*** -.10 .22*** .25*** - - - - - 1 

Note. Sig. 2-tailed *p < .05. **p < .01. *** p < .001 
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clinician, r(322) = .22, p < .001, and a small positive correlation with rurality, r(322) = .14, p < 

.05.  

Hierarchical Multiple Regression Models 

 A hierarchical multiple regression was run to determine if the addition of interaction 

terms improved the prediction of caregiver satisfaction over and above length of wait and barrier 

variables alone. See Table 7 and 8 for full details of each regression model. No covariates 

significantly added to the model, so they were dropped from both models. The interaction term 

in the first model was the only interaction to reach statistical significance. Therefore, the 

interaction terms in the second model were theoretically dropped but still retained within 

thisresults section to discuss in terms of the simultaneous regression agreed upon within the 

proposal. Table 7 represents the first model which, in the first step, contains separate variables 

for barriers (i.e., financial stress, education level, travel time, difficulty finding a clinician, and 

rurality). In the second step of this model, an interaction term of reasonability of wait X time 

spent on a waitlist was added, which creates a full model for Model 1.  

The first step of Model 1 yielded statistically significant results, R2 = .17, F(8, 313) = 8.09, p < 

.001; adjusted R2 = .15. This initial step of Model 1 explained 17% of the variance in caregiver 

satisfaction and a moderate effect-size (f2 = .20). The full model of wait time variables, barrier 

variables, and an interaction term (reasonability of wait X time spent on a waitlist) to predict 

caregiver satisfaction (Model 1, Step 2) was statistically significant, R2 = .18, F(9, 312) = 

7.82, p < .001; adjusted R2 = .16 with a medium effect (f2 = .22). This second step of Model 1 

(the full model version of Model 1) explained 18% of the variance in caregiver satisfaction. The 

addition of the interaction term to the prediction of caregiver satisfaction led to a statistically  
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Table 7 

Multiple Regression Results for Caregiver Satisfaction (Model 1) 
 

 B 95% CI  
LL UL 

SE B β R2 Adjusted 
R2 

ΔR2 F ΔF 

Model (Step 1)      .17 .15 .17 8.09*** 8.09*** 

Constant 94.06*** 81.31 106.8 6.48       

Time Since Noticing Symptoms .95* .01 1.88 .48 .11*      

Months on a Waitlist -.20 -.95 .54 .38 -.03      

Reasonability of Wait Time -4.66*** -6.87 -2.44 1.13 -.27***      

Financial Stress .04 -1.98 2.05 1.02 .00      

Education -.05 -1.88 1.79 .93 .00      

Travel Time -.81 -3.99 2.38 1.62 -.03      

Difficulty Finding a Clinician -3.31** -5.58 -1.05 1.15 -.18**      

Rurality .29 -1.32 1.90 .82 .02      

Model (Step 2)      .18 .16 .01 7.82*** 4.85* 
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Table 7 (continued) 
 

Constant 86.7*** 72.42 100.97 7.25  
     

Time Since Noticing Symptoms .99* .06 1.92 .47 .11* 
     

Months on a Waitlist 2.29 -.06 4.65 1.20 .37 
     

Reasonability of Wait Time -2.70 -5.51 .11 1.43 -.16 
     

Financial Stress .29 -1.73 2.30 1.02 .02 
     

Education .31 -1.54 2.16 .94 .02 
     

Travel Time -.88 -4.04 2.29 1.61 -.03 
     

Difficulty Finding a Clinician -3.57** -5.83 -1.31 1.15 -.19** 
     

Rurality .09 -1.52 1.70 .82 .01 
     

Reasonability X Time on Waitlist  -.63* -1.19 -.07 .29 -.49* 
     

Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower 

limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the coefficient; β =  standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 

= R2 change. 

*p < .05. **p < .01.  ***p < .001. 
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Table 8 

Multiple Regression Results for Caregiver Satisfaction (Model 2) 
 

 B 95% CI  
LL UL 

SE B β R2 Adjusted 
R2 

ΔR
2 

F ΔF 

Model (Step 1)      .15 .14 .15 14.49*** 14.49*** 
Constant 97.5*** 86.12 108.87 5.78       
Time Since Noticing Symptoms .88 -.04 1.80 .47 .10      
Months on a Waitlist -.20 -.94 .53 .37 -.03      
Reasonability of Wait Time -5.73*** -7.79 -3.66 1.05 -.33***      
Combined Barrier Score -.75 -1.56 .07 .42 -.10      

Model (Step 2)      .17 .15 .01 10.61*** 2.57 
Constant 86.52*** 63.29 109.75 11.81       
Time Since Noticing Symptoms .95* .03 1.86 .47 .11*      
Months on a Waitlist 2.01 -.41 4.42 1.23 .33      
Reasonability of Wait Time -1.66 -9.23 5.91 3.85 -.10      
Combined Barrier Score -.36 -2.24 1.53 .96 -.05      
Reasonability X Time on Waitlist -.55 -1.13 .02 .29 -.43      
Reasonability X Total Barrier -.18 -.76 .40 .30 -.17      

Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower 

limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the coefficient; β =  standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 

= R2 change. 

*p < .05. **p < .01.  ***p < .001.
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significant increase in R2 of .01, F(1, 312) = 4.86, p < .001 but with a small effect (f2 = .01). 

Figure 1 illustrates this interaction and is discussed in more detail below.   

 While the multiple regression model was statistically significant for predicting 

caregiver satisfaction within both Step 1 and Step 2, not all variables added to the model to an 

extent that was statistically significant. Within Step 1, reasonability of wait time (β = -.27, p < 

.001), difficulty finding a clinician (β = -.18, p < .01), and time since noticing symptoms (β = 

.11, p < .05) significantly added to the model. Within Step 2, difficulty finding a clinician (β = -

.19, p < .01), time since noticing symptoms (β = .11, p < .05), and the interaction term of 

reasonability of wait X time spent on a waitlist (β = -.49, p < .05) significantly added to the  

Figure 1 

Significant Interaction Term 
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model. Table 9 presents the part and partial correlations for this model. Significant findings are 

discussed in more detail below. 

 Table 8 represents the second model which, in the first step, contains a combined barrier 

score in place of separate barrier variables. In the second step of this model, two interaction 

terms are added (reasonability of wait X time spent on a waitlist and reasonability of wait X 

combined barrier score), which creates the full model for Model 2.  

 Regarding statistical assumptions, there was linearity as assessed by partial regression 

plots and a plot of studentized residuals against the predicted values.  There was independence of 

residuals. There was homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of studentized 

residuals versus unstandardized predicted values. There was no evidence of multicollinearity, as 

assessed by tolerance values greater than 0.1. There were no studentized deleted residuals greater 

than ±3 standard deviations, no leverage values greater than 0.2, and values for Cook's distance 

above 1. The assumption of normality was met, as assessed by Q-Q Plot. 

 The first step of Model 2 yielded statistically significant results, R2 = .15, F(4, 324) = 

14.49, p < .001; adjusted R2 = .14. This initial step of Model 2 explained 15% of the variance in 

caregiver satisfaction and a moderate effect-size (f2 = .18). The full model of wait time variables, 

a combined barrier variable, and two interaction terms to predict caregiver satisfaction (Model 2, 

Step 2) was statistically significant, R2 = .17, F(6, 322) = 10.61, p < .001; adjusted R2 = .15, with 

a medium effect (f2 = .20). This second step of Model 2 (the full model) explained 17% of the 

variance in caregiver satisfaction. The addition of the interaction term to the prediction of 

caregiver satisfaction did not lead to a statistically significant increase in R2 of .01, F(2, 322) = 

2.57, p = .08. Table 10 presents the part and partial correlations for this model. Significant 
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findings are discussed in more detail below. See Table 11 for outline of the significant findings 

for each hypothesis. 

 While the multiple regression model was statistically significant for predicting caregiver 

satisfaction within both Step 1 and Step 2, not all variables added significantly to the model. 

Within Step 1, reasonability of wait time (β = -.33, p < .001) statistically significantly added to 

the model. Within Step 2, time since noticing symptoms (β = .11, p < .05) significantly added to 

the model.   

 Regarding Hypothesis 1 (i.e., longer times since first noticing symptoms will be 

associated with lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was not significant, r(329) =.06, p 

= .3. This did not support the hypothesis; additionally, when examining results of the hierarchical 

Table 9 

Part and Partial Correlation Coefficients for Model 1 

 Partial Part 
Model (Step 1)   

Time Since Noticing Symptoms .11* .10* 
Months on a Waitlist -.03 -.03 

Reasonability of Wait Time -.23*** -.21*** 
Financial Stress .00 .00 

Education -.00 -.00 
Travel Time -.03 -.03 

Difficulty Finding a Clinician -.16** -.15** 
Rurality .02 .02 

Model (Step 2)   
Time Since Noticing Symptoms .12* .11* 

Months on a Waitlist .11 .10 
Reasonability of Wait Time -.11 -.10 

Financial Stress .02 .01 
Education .02 .02 

Travel Time -.03 -.03 
Difficulty Finding a Clinician -.17** -.16** 

Rurality .01 .01 
Reasonability X Time on Waitlist  -.12* -.11* 

*p < .05. **p < .01.  ***p < .001. 
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Table 10 

Part and Partial Correlation Coefficients for Model 2 

 Partial Part 
Model (Step 1)   

Time Since Noticing Symptoms .10 .10 
Months on a Waitlist -.03 -.03 

Reasonability of Wait Time -.29*** -.28*** 
Combined Barrier Score -.10 -.09 

Model (Step 2)   
Time Since Noticing Symptoms .11* .10* 

Months on a Waitlist .09 .08 
Reasonability of Wait Time -.02 -.02 

Combined Barrier Score -.02 -.02 
Reasonability X Time on Waitlist -.11 -.10 

Reasonability X Total Barrier -.03 -.03 
*p < .05. **p < .01.  ***p < .001 

Table 11 

Outline of Findings for Each Hypothesis 
 

Hypothesis Conclusion 

H1 (Time since 1st symptoms) Not supported, significant in opposite direction; small effect 
size 

H2 (Time on wait list) Supported only by correlation; small effect size 

H3 (Reasonability of wait) Supported by correlation and hierarchical multiple regression; 
small to moderate effect size 

H4 (Financial stress) Not supported 

H5 (Education) Not supported 

H6 (Travel time) Not supported 
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Table 11 (continued)  

H7 (Difficulty finding 
clinician) 

Supported by correlation and hierarchical multiple regression; 
small to moderate effect size 

H8 (Rurality) Not supported 

H9 (Reasonability X Time on 
wait list) 

Supported by hierarchical multiple regression (Model 1); small 
effect size 

H10 (Reasonability X Total 
Barrier Score) Not supported 

 

regression Model 1, the length of time since first noticing symptoms was significantly correlated 

with caregiver satisfaction for step 1, t = 2, p = .05, as well as step 2, t = 2.09, p = .04. 

Specifically, an increase in 1 year since noticing symptoms was associated with an increase in 

caregiver satisfaction for step 1 and 2 by .99 points of satisfaction and .95 points of satisfaction, 

respectively. For Model 2 in the first step, the length of time since first noticing symptoms was 

not significantly correlated with caregiver satisfaction, t = 1.89, p = .06. Here, an increase in 1 

year since noticing symptoms was associated with an increase in caregiver satisfaction by .88 

points of caregiver satisfaction. In the second step of Model 2 (the full model), the length of time 

since first noticing symptoms was significantly correlated with caregiver satisfaction, t = 2.03, p 

= .04. An increase in 1 year since noticing symptoms was associated with an increase in 

caregiver satisfaction by .95 points of caregiver satisfaction. Across Model 1 and 2 and the steps 

within these model, the part and partial correlations remained similar (.1 to .12) and were also 

significant except for Step 1 of Model 2. This suggests that when controlling for other variables, 

the relationship between the length of time since first noticing symptoms and caregiver 

satisfaction has a partial correlation between rpartial = .1 and rpartial = .12. This indicates that there 

is a small, positive correlation between the length of time since first noticing symptoms and 
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caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other variables. While some values were statistically 

significant, the hypothesis was not supported due to the direction of the effect sizes being 

opposite of the hypothesis. Taken together, this hypothesis was not supported by the analyses. In 

fact, significant findings suggest that as the time since noticing symptoms increased, satisfaction 

generally increased, although the effect of this relationship was rather small. 

  Regarding Hypothesis 2 (i.e., longer times spent on a waitlist will be associated with 

lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was a statistically significant, small, and negative, 

r(329) = -.22, p < .001. This supported the hypothesis. When considering the multiple regression 

models, the length of time on a waitlist was not significantly correlated with caregiver satisfaction 

in any model or step. This did not support the hypothesis. The part and partial correlations were 

also not significant and ranged from rpartial = -.03 to rpartial = .11. This is a small, positive and 

negative correlation between the length of time on a waitlist and caregiver satisfaction when 

controlling for other variables. This was not significant and did not support the hypothesis. This 

hypothesis overall was not supported by the analyses. Although there was a small significant 

correlation in the hypothesized direction, after accounting for other variables within the regression 

models, no significant effect remained. 

 Regarding Hypothesis 3 (i.e., less reasonable wait will be associated with lower 

satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was statistically significant, moderate, and negative, 

r(329) = -.36, p < .001. This was both statistically significant and supported that hypothesis as 

reasonability is measured in the inverse (i.e., a higher score is less reasonable). Within the 

multiple regression models, the reasonability of wait time was statistically significant and 

correlated with caregiver satisfaction for the first steps of Model 1 and Model 2, t = -4.13, p < 

.001 and t = -5.46, p < .001. An increase in 1 point of reasonability of wait time (more 
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unreasonable) is associated with a decrease of 4.66 points of caregiver satisfaction and 5.73 

points of caregiver satisfaction for step 1 of Model 1 and 2, respectively. Again, this is 

statistically significant, and it did support the direction of the hypothesis. The part and partial 

correlations that were statistically significant for the first steps of Model 1 and 2 ranged from 

rpartial = -.21 to rpartial = -.29. This is a small, negative correlation between reasonability of wait 

time and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other variables. This was statistically 

significant and did support the direction of the hypothesis. This hypothesis overall was supported 

by both the correlation and within the regression models with significant small to moderate effect 

sizes. It is likely that significance for this variable was not found within either of the full models 

as this variable was contained within the interaction terms that were added within this step. 

 Regarding Hypothesis 4 (i.e., higher levels of reported financial stress will be associated 

with lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was not significant, r(322) =-.08, p = .16. 

This does not support the hypothesis. This predictor variable was only within the first multiple 

regression model. Here, financial stress and caregiver satisfaction were not statistically 

significant within either step of this model, not supporting the hypothesis. The part and partial 

correlations ranged from rpartial = .00 to rpartial = .02. These are a small, positive, non-significant 

correlation between financial stress and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other 

variables. This did not support the hypothesis. Overall, this hypothesis was not supported by 

either the correlation or regression model.  

 Regarding Hypothesis 5 (i.e., lower levels of reported education will be associated with 

lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was not significant, r(322) =-.01, p = .91. This did 

not support the hypothesis. This predictor variable was only within the first multiple regression 

model. Here, education level and caregiver satisfaction were not statistically significant within 
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either step of this model, not supporting the hypothesis. The part and partial correlations ranged 

from rpartial = -.00 to rpartial = .02. These are a small, positive and negative, non-significant 

correlation between education level and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other 

variables. This did not support the hypothesis. Overall, this hypothesis was not supported by 

either the correlation or regression model.  

 Regarding Hypothesis 6 (i.e., longer time spent traveling to receive the evaluation will be 

associated with lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was not significant, r(322) = -.1, p 

= .08. This did not support the hypothesis. This predictor variable was only within the first 

multiple regression model. Here, travel time and caregiver satisfaction were not statistically 

significant within either step of this model, not supporting the hypothesis. The part and partial 

correlations were the same for each step, rpartial = -.03. These are a small, negative, non-

significant correlation between travel time and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other 

variables. This did not support the hypothesis. Overall, this hypothesis was not supported by 

either the correlation or regression model.  

 Regarding Hypothesis 7 (i.e., higher difficulty finding a clinician will be associated with 

lower satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was significant, moderate, and negative, r(322) = -

.32, p < .001. This supported the hypothesis. This predictor variable was only within the first 

multiple regression model. Here, difficulty finding a clinician and caregiver satisfaction were 

statistically significant within both steps of this model, t = -2.88, p = .004 and t = -3.1, p = .002, 

within step 1 and 2, respectively. This supports the hypothesis. An increase in 1 point of 

increased difficulty finding a clinician was associated with a decrease of 3.31 points and 3.57 

points of decreased caregiver satisfaction in steps 1 and 2 of the model, respectively. The part 

and partial correlations ranged from rpartial = -.15 to rpartial = -.17. These are a small, negative, 
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significant correlations between difficulty finding a clinician and caregiver satisfaction when 

controlling for other variables. This did support the hypothesis. Taken together, this hypothesis 

was supported by both the correlation and regression model. There were significant effect sizes 

that ranged from small to moderate that suggested as there was higher difficulty finding a 

clinician, caregivers rated more dissatisfaction. 

 Regarding Hypothesis 8 (i.e., more rural reported locations will be associated with lower 

caregiver satisfaction), the zero-order correlation was not significant, r(322) =.01, p = .89. This 

did not support the hypothesis. This predictor variable was only within the first multiple 

regression model. Here, rurality and caregiver satisfaction were not statistically significant 

within either step of this model, not supporting the hypothesis. The part and partial correlations 

were also not significant and ranged from rpartial = .01 to rpartial = .02. This is a small, positive 

correlation between rurality and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other variables. This 

did not support the hypothesis. Overall, this hypothesis was not supported by either the 

correlation or regression model.  

 Regarding Hypothesis 9 (i.e., the interaction of a less reasonable wait and more time 

spent on the waitlist will be associated with lower satisfaction), this is an interaction term that is 

within the second step of both multiple regression models. Within the second step of Model 1 

(full model for Model 1), the reasonability of wait X time on the waitlist and caregiver 

satisfaction were statistically significant, t = -2.2, p = .03. An increase in 1 point of reasonability 

of wait time (more unreasonable) X time on the waitlist is associated with a decrease of .12 

points of caregiver satisfaction. However, within the second step of Model 2 (full model of 

Model 2), these variables were not statistically significant. The hypothesis was supported for 

Model 1 but not supported for Model 2. The significant part and partial correlations (i.e., from 
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Model 1), ranged from rpartial = -.11 to rpartial = -.12. This is a small, negative correlation between 

reasonability of wait X time on the waitlist and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other 

variables. This supported the hypothesis, again for Model 1, but not Model 2. Taken together, 

there were mixed findings for this hypothesis. The regression Model 1 supported the hypothesis, 

with significant small effects. However, significant effects were not seen within the second 

regression model. When analyzing significance between groups of the interaction effect, the 

contrasts between the reasonable group vs. unreasonable group as well as the neutral group vs. 

unreasonable group were both significant (p < .001). 

  Regarding Hypothesis 10 (i.e., the interaction of a less reasonable wait and a higher total 

barrier score will be associated with lower satisfaction), this is an interaction term that is within 

the second step of the second multiple regression model only. Within Model 2, step 2 (the full 

model), the reasonability of wait X a combined barrier score and caregiver satisfaction were not 

statistically significant. This did not support the hypothesis. The part and partial correlations were 

rpartial = -.03. These are a small, negative, non-significant correlation between the reasonability of 

wait X a combined barrier score and caregiver satisfaction when controlling for other variables. 

This does not support the hypothesis. This hypothesis overall was not supported by the analyses.  

Discussion 

 The primary purpose of this study was to investigate how factors, such as wait time and 

societal barriers to an autism diagnostic evaluation, contribute to caregivers’ satisfaction with the 

evaluation. The extant literature on this topic is limited, from outside of the United States, and 

does not examine the identified barriers simultaneously and directly with caregiver satisfaction. 

The previous literature on caregiver satisfaction has typically found results that suggest 

caregivers tend to be more dissatisfied when wait times to get an evaluation are longer (e.g., 
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Crane et al., 2016; Eggleston et al., 2019; Howlin & Moore, 1997; McCrimmon & Gray, 2021; 

Siklos & Kerns, 2007). Additionally, barriers, such as lower SES, have also been related, both 

directly and indirectly, to lower caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process (e.g., 

Goin-Kochel et al., 2006; Hildago et al., 2015). The current study seeks to update the current 

literature, provide a basis for understanding this topic within the United States, and elaborate 

upon the existing barriers involved in the diagnostic process when understanding caregiver 

satisfaction.  

 Due to the lack of literature that took both sociodemographic barriers and wait time into 

consideration when assessing caregiver satisfaction, two hierarchical multiple regression models 

were proposed. These models included different conceptualizations of barriers (i.e., individually 

vs. combined) as well as different interaction terms. The findings of the current study suggests 

that the best model to capture the data examines the barrier variables individually. In fact, the 

combined barrier variable and the interaction terms within the second model did not significantly 

add to the model. This is likely due to the many barrier variables not reaching statistical 

significance within the models. This model (Model 1) also had the highest amount of variance in 

caregiver satisfaction explained by the independent variables and a moderate effect size for all of 

the variables added within the model.   

 Previous literature did not use a standard measure of wait time. Therefore, this study 

sought to address this discrepancy within the conceptualization of wait time by including the two 

standardly used conceptualizations. Notably, the time since first noticing symptoms of autism to 

when they received an evaluation was found to be a significant variable within the regression 

models, however this finding was in the opposite direction of the hypothesis. The findings 

suggest that more time since noticing symptoms is associated with higher caregiver satisfaction. 
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Even though this is the opposite of the hypothesized direction, there is a possible explanation of 

this: caregivers have had more time to process the possibility of their child being autistic. Often, 

a diagnosis of autism can be highly emotional for caregivers, and taking more time to consider 

this possibility may lead to more overall satisfaction with the evaluation process and, perhaps, 

add a sense of relief that could also influence satisfaction in this manner. Additionally, with more 

time since the symptoms being noticed, caregivers could have more opportunity to gain 

information about autism. There is more potential time to connect with others that have gone 

through the diagnostic process and have a child with autism or research more information about 

autism on the internet. If caregivers engage in this type of searching, it is possible that they are 

also processing through this diagnosis, as discussed above, and feel more comfortable with the 

process due to the information they gain. An additional way to conceptualize wait time is the 

number of months that caregivers had their child on a wait list for an autism evaluation. For this 

variable, while it did not yield significant findings within the multiple regression models, there 

was significance between its correlation with caregiver satisfaction. This suggests, that when 

considered independently from other variables, caregiver satisfaction and months spent on a wait 

list are negatively related (i.e., fewer months on a waitlist is associated with higher caregiver 

satisfaction). Opposing the other conceptualization of wait time, this version of wait time was in 

the expected direction. Notably, the time since first noticing autism symptoms was considerably 

longer than how long children were on a waitlist (i.e., 2.8 years vs. 4 months, respectively). This 

indicates that there is a large gap in time between when symptoms of autism are first noticed and 

when caregivers find a clinician to evaluate their child for autism. There could be a variety of 

factors that contribute to this delay. Some possible factors include stigma and difficulty 

navigating the process of finding a clinician for the evaluation, such as medical providers 
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dismissing concerns of caregivers or uncertainty about how to seek out an evaluation. It is also 

possible that following the diagnosis of autism, caregivers are able to better identify early autism 

symptoms after receiving explanation of the symptoms or increasing their knowledge of autism. 

Then, engaging in retrospective thinking, they are rating when they first noticed symptoms even 

if they did not realize they were symptoms of autism at the time. These factors together may add 

to an explanation of why these conceptualizations of wait times have somewhat conflicting 

findings.  

 Additionally, the caregiver’s perception of the reasonability of the wait time was added to 

the model. This, though not often included within the existing literature, was an important factor 

to have within this study. The findings suggested that as reasonability of wait time increases, 

caregiver satisfaction likewise increases. Across multiple models and methods of analyses (i.e., 

correlation and multiple regression), the reasonability of the wait was a significant variable, often 

highly significant (i.e., p < .001) with caregiver satisfaction. This variable displayed even more 

consistent significance than other conceptualizations of wait time, such as months on a wait list 

and time since noticing first autism symptoms. This suggests that reasonability of wait time is 

likely a more important and influential factor to account for. This is particularly significant as it 

is a variable that has been largely unmeasured within the existing literature. Additionally, 

reasonability of wait time was correlated with several other variables. One barrier variable it was 

significantly correlated with was financial stress, so that as financial stress increased, 

reasonability of wait time decreased. This could suggest that those who have more financial 

difficulties have more difficulty accessing assessment services within a reasonable time frame. 

This was consistent with the existing literature. Reasonability of wait time was also significantly 

correlated with the two other conceptualizations of wait time. In particular, there was a large 
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effect between reasonability of wait time and time on a wait list. This indicated that as more 

months went by after getting on a waitlist, the reasonability of that wait decreased which is 

consistent with the present literature. Another important significant correlation to note is between 

difficulty finding a clinician and the reasonability of wait time. This was a highly significant 

correlation with an effect size that bordered on large which suggested that as the reasonability of 

wait decreased, the difficulty of finding a clinician increased. This was expected based off the 

current literature. This also points to the importance of caregiver perception within this literature 

as both of these variables are significant through the analyses completed and are more based on 

the perception of the caregiver than other reported variables, such as wait time and travel time.  

 We hypothesized that barriers which caregivers may face when seeking an autism 

evaluation may influence their satisfaction with the evaluation process. This was especially true 

for the barrier of perceived difficulty finding a clinician to conduct the evaluation. This barrier 

was found to be a significant variable both within the first regression model and as a correlation 

with caregiver satisfaction. As difficulty finding a clinician decreased, satisfaction with the 

autism diagnostic process increased, which fit with the hypothesized direction of this 

relationship. Additionally, while this was the only barrier variable that on its own was 

significant, it also was highly significant with several other barrier variables such as financial 

stress and travel time as well as reasonability of wait and months on a wait list. This suggests 

that difficulty finding a clinician has an association with barriers previously found within the 

literature as well as an association with wait time variables.   

 Several barrier variables did not reach significance within the model or as a correlation 

with caregiver satisfaction. These variables include financial stress, education level, travel time, 

and rurality. While these barriers may not be significant as hypothesized, they still provide 
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valuable information and conclusions. It is possible that within this data set, these variables are 

not the best measure of barriers that caregivers may face when seeking an autism evaluation even 

though these are barriers typically found within the literature. It appears that within this study, 

difficulty finding a clinician may better represent how these barriers influence caregiver 

satisfaction, as previously discussed. Additionally, travel time was measured in a manner that did 

not allow for much variance and in a way that created a positive skew within the variable (i.e., 

more lower travel times reported). This may influence the results of the lack of significance 

within the analyses.   

 A combined barrier variable was also proposed to be measured within the second 

multiple regression model. Ultimately, this variable did not significantly add to this model and 

only was significant through correlation with caregiver satisfaction. However, this could be a 

result of other barrier variables adding to this significant relationship, such as difficulty finding a 

clinician. Altogether, it is suggested that barrier variables be reported individually to see their 

distinctive influence, instead of an aggregated variable.  

 Finally, interaction terms were proposed to understand how an interaction between the 

reasonability of wait time and other variables influenced caregiver satisfaction. Only one 

interaction term was significant, and this was only within the first model: reasonability X time on 

a wait list. Figure 1 offers a plot of this interaction term. For this figure, reasonability of wait 

time was separated into three groups for ease of interpretation: those who found the wait to be 

reasonable (i.e., ratings of a 1 or 2), those who were neutral about reasonability (rating of 3), and 

those who found the wait time to be unreasonable (ratings of a 4 or 5). The slope for reasonable 

group was .17, for the neither reasonable nor unreasonable group is .22, and for the unreasonable 

group is -1. This interaction suggests that when the wait time was rated as reasonable, the 
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number of months waited did not appear to be a significant factor for this group as it related to 

reported caregiver satisfaction. Caregiver satisfaction was generally highest in the reasonable 

group. Similarly, when the wait time was rated as neutral (i.e., neither reasonable nor 

unreasonable), the number of months waited did not appear to be a significant factor for this 

group as it related to reported caregiver satisfaction. However, when participants rated the wait 

time as unreasonable, caregiver satisfaction decreased as caregivers waited more months for an 

evaluation. This created an interaction effect. Additionally, the unreasonable group generally 

rated caregiver satisfaction the lowest. In general, those who deemed the wait to be reasonable 

were more satisfied with the diagnostic process, regardless of the amount of time they waited. 

However, those who deemed the wait to be unreasonable were generally less satisfied and this 

dissatisfaction increased with the more months spent waiting for an evaluation. These results 

have important implications and support the significance of this finding. This suggests that 

reasonability is an important factor that must be taken into consideration. These findings imply 

that, provided the perception of the wait was judged to be reasonable, caregivers were ultimately 

more satisfied with the overall process.  

When considering the appropriateness of this interaction term within the model, it 

significantly adds to the variance explained within the model. Therefore, it should be retained 

and considered in the overall model and with the interaction term in the model, this explains the 

largest amount of variance in caregiver satisfaction. Upon reflection of the importance of this 

interaction term overall, considerations must be provided for reasoning as to why it was 

significant in one model and not the other. The primary difference between these two models is 

that Model 2 contains a combined barrier variable instead of the barriers being represented 

separately. This is likely the reason for the differing significance of this interaction term between 
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the two models. The individual contribution of the barrier variables is a better representation of 

the data and allows for the significance of the interaction term in Model 1. A combined barrier 

variable dilutes the effects of the individual barrier variables, as seen in Model 2. It is likely that 

the relationship between these specific barrier variables and this interaction term aided in 

creating the significance observed within Model 1. Of consideration as well is the novel 

understanding this interaction term provides as this furthers our understanding of what influences 

caregiver satisfaction within the autism diagnostic process. With this interaction term, we can 

further support the importance of reasonability and a caregiver perception of the wait time and 

the process. Overall, we find that Hypothesis 9 was supported as there was a significant 

interaction when participants found the wait time to be unreasonable.  

Implications, Limitations, and Future Directions 

 One of the main objectives of this study was to add to the current literature on the topic of 

caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process. With this addition to the current 

literature, the goal is to increase knowledge surrounding this topic. Specifically, this study 

increases the information available to the field and the public about the issues facing caregivers 

who are navigating the autism diagnostic process for their children. It also provides evidence of 

experiences that negatively impact caregiver satisfaction in hopes of urging the reduction of 

these factors. A step in the process of reducing barriers is understanding what those barriers are, 

which it is the hope that this study provides a foundation for that understanding. Additionally, 

this study can provide data to testify to the experiences of caregivers within the United States, a 

population which has yet to be explored in depth within this line of research. We hope that 

through the information provided within this study, changes can be made within the autism 

diagnostic process to best support children and their families to navigate this process. Changes 
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occurring are of high importance as they can reduce the age of identification of autism and help 

caregivers move forward after having their child evaluated for autism and doing so would help 

achieve better outcomes for children with autism (e.g., Moh & Magiati, 2012; Osborne et al., 

2008; Webb et al., 2014). 

 Several limitations occurred within this study. One such limitation is the nature of the 

data collected. That is, caregivers were asked to recall information about an event that could 

have occurred many years ago. The reliance on retrospective data creates room for errors to 

occur with reporting. This type of data collected can lack accuracy and is open to respondents 

misremembering events. Therefore, the data collected is likely only an estimation of what 

occurred and may not represent the true events and surrounding factors. However, it should be 

noted that most studies that were conducted on this and related topics rely on similar types of 

data and it is likely that the data collected for this study is of a similar accuracy to that of these 

other studies.  

 Another limitation that arose was the lack of evaluation of the method of the evaluation 

(i.e., in person vs. online). The field of online evaluations or evaluations that have a virtual 

component is an expanding area, especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. New tools for 

autism assessment are being validated that do not require a family to leave their house, provided 

they have an internet connection. While at the time of collecting this data, the resources for 

online autism assessment were more limited, the access to these tools and information about their 

validity has greatly expanded in the years following the data collection for this study. It is 

reasonable to conclude that this has altered the domain of the autism diagnostic process and 

changed how families are accessing these evaluations. Likely, this has also changed the barriers 

to, wait times for, and satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process. 
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 Further considering limitations with the data that was collected, it is important to note 

that the sample collected had a limited variety of racial and ethnic differences. Specifically, the 

sample was largely non-Hispanic, white and was not representative of the general population of 

the United States. This is of particular importance to discuss due to the varied experiences that 

are likely to occur between caregivers of different races and ethnicities. The literature has 

previously supported those who are racial or ethnic minorities can experience lower satisfaction 

with the process and longer delays in receiving an autism diagnosis. Those experiences were 

largely not captured within this study.  

 Another consideration about the demographics of this sample is that most caregivers were 

female and most children diagnosed with autism were male. This outcome is to be expected due 

to women being more likely to provide care to their children than other family members (Sharma 

et al., 2016) and children diagnosed with autism are more likely to be male (Loomes et al., 

2017). While the gender demographics of this study’s sample is not surprising, it is important to 

gather the experiences of individuals that may not represent the standard experience (e.g., male 

caregivers, female autistic children, those who are gender minorities).  

 Lastly, the study utilized a correlational design, which limits the conclusions and 

inferences that could be made from the findings of this study. Also, the current study examined 

only a limited number of factors. It is without question that there are many more factors that 

could be involved that contribute to caregiver satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process. It 

is illogical to assume that one study could include all factors that impact a caregiver’s reaction to 

their child being diagnosed with autism and the process that occurred to reach that diagnosis. 

Several possible factors that should be researched further could include clinician characteristics, 
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further information about the process within the diagnostic evaluation (e.g., type of testing, 

length of testing, involvement of caregiver), and caregiver preferences.   

 When considering next steps for this line of research, several possibilities arise. One such 

line of consideration would be to focus on the identified importance of caregiver perceptions 

with the autism diagnostic process, such as further examining how reasonability and difficulty 

finding a clinician influence other factors related to caregivers’ reactions to this process. Also, it 

would be important to examine other variables more within caregivers’ reactions to the 

diagnostic process (such as distress, relief, frustration, etc.). Teasing apart reactions to the 

diagnosis versus reactions to elements of the process is another area to examine.  When 

considering the findings of this study, we suggest an implementation of a process that would 

guide or help explain the diagnostic process to caregivers. It is clear that difficulty with finding a 

clinician can relate to dissatisfaction. Therefore, clarifying this process is of high importance. 

The findings suggest that, while waiting longer for a diagnosis of autism is typically associated 

with lower caregiver satisfaction, that these are not the most important elements to consider. In 

fact, it is possible that more time to prepare for and process the possibility of an autism diagnosis 

could be beneficial for some families. Instead, what is needed is assistance with navigating this 

process. Clear guidelines or personalized help could assist families in understanding the process, 

therefore making the wait (while still longer than anyone wants) more reasonable while 

simultaneously reducing the difficulties families face when attempting to find a clinician. 

Through this, caregiver satisfaction could increase which, in turn, could create lower levels of 

stress and mental health concerns as well as a quicker receipt of intervention services for the 

child. By finding and implementing ways of increasing caregiver satisfaction, this is offering the 

opportunity of providing better outcomes for children with autism. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Q1.1 Before you proceed to the survey, please complete the CAPTCHA below. 
 
Q1.2 Informed Consent to Participate     Dear Caregiver:  We are conducting a research study 
designed to evaluate experiences and satisfaction with the autism diagnostic process. As a 
caregiver of a child who was diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)/Asperger's 
syndrome before the age of 18, you are invited to complete a web-based questionnaire regarding 
your experience with the evaluation process of your child.  This survey is expected to take 
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. You will be asked questions regarding your 
demographic information, the evaluation process (e.g., how the testing was completed), and the 
feedback process (i.e., how you were informed about the diagnosis). We appreciate your time and 
responses, as these will give us a better understanding of caregiver's experiences and satisfaction 
with the autism diagnostic process.  
PARTICIPATION:  Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary and anonymous. 
You may refuse to take part in the research or exit the survey at any time without penalty. You are 
free to decline to answer any particular question you do not wish to answer for any reason.       
BENEFITS:  Upon completion of the survey, you may enter a drawing for a $50 Amazon gift card 
(odds of winning are 1 in 25).     RISKS:  The possible risks or discomforts of the study are 
minimal. Some participants may feel distressed when answering questions about their child.        
CONFIDENTIALITY:  Your answers will be collected using Qualtrics, where data will be stored 
in a password-protected electronic format.  Qualtrics does not collect identifying information such 
as your name or email address (except where discussed above), and therefore, your responses will 
remain anonymous. No one will be able to identify you or your answers, and no one will know 
whether or not you participated in the study.       Results from this study may be presented at 
professional meetings or published in professional publications. However, responses are 
anonymous and reported in a group format.       
CONTACT: 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact Dr. Robert 
Rieske at riesrobe@isu.edu or via phone at 208-282-4192. 
If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, that your rights as 
a  research participant have not been honored during the course of this project, or you have any 
questions, concerns, or complaints that you wish to address with someone other than the 
investigator, you may contact the ISU Human Subjects Committee at humsubj@isu.edu or by 
calling (208) 393-2179.  
ELECTRONIC CONSENT: Please select your choice below. You may print a copy of this consent 
form for your records. Clicking on the “Agree” button indicates that You have read the above 
information 
 
• You voluntarily agree to participate  
• You are 18 years of age or older  
• You are a caregiver of at least one child that was diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) or Asperger's syndrome prior to age of 18 years  
• You have been present at/part of the autism evaluation process  
• You are fluent in written English   
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• You are located in the United States of America or US territories 

o Agree  

o Disagree  
 
Q1.3 Are you 18 years of age or older? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
Q1.4 Are you fluent in written English? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
Q1.5 Are you a caregiver of a child who was diagnosed with Autism/Asperger's syndrome/ASD? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
Q1.6  
If you are a caregiver of more than one child that was diagnosed with autism/Asperger's 
syndrome/ASD, please answer the following questions thinking about your 1st experience with 
autism evaluation. 
 
Q1.7 Were you present at/part of the diagnostic evaluation process? (This may include but is 
not limited to some of the following activities: bringing child for the evaluation, communicating 
with the clinician, observing the testing, completing questionnaires, receiving the child's 
diagnosis, reading the evaluation report.) 

o Yes  

o No  
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Q1.8 Was the child's diagnostic evaluation completed within the United States or US territories? 

o Yes  

o No  
 
Q1.9 What year was the diagnostic evaluation completed? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.10 How old was the child at the time of receiving the autism diagnosis? (in years) 
 
Q1.11 What is your child's gender? 

o Male  

o Female  

o Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.12 What is your child's race? (Check all that apply) 

▢ White/Caucasian  

▢ Black or African-American  

▢ Native American or Alaska Native  

▢ Asian  

▢ Hawaiian Native or other Pacific Islander  

▢ Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.13 What is your child's ethnicity? 

o Hispanic or Latino  

o Not Hispanic or Latino  

o Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
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Q1.14 What is your relationship to your child 

o Biological Mother  

o Biological Father  

o Adoptive/Foster Mother  

o Adoptive/Foster Father  

o Stepmother  

o Stepfather  

o Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.15 What is your gender? 

o Male  

o Female  

o Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.16 Which race(s) do you identify with? (Check all that apply) 

▢ White/Caucasian  

▢ Black or African-American  

▢ Native American or Alaska Native  

▢ Asian  

▢ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  

▢ Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.17 Which ethnicity do you most identify with? 
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o Hispanic or Latino  

o Not Hispanic or Latino  

o Other, please specify: ________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.19  
For the following questions, think back to the time in which you received your child's 
diagnosis. 
 
Q1.20 How old were you at the time of receiving your child's diagnosis? 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.21 What was the highest degree or level of education you had completed at the time of 
receiving your child's diagnosis? 

o Less than high school  

o High school graduate  

o Some college  

o 2-year degree  

o 4-year degree  

o Professional degree (e.g., D.C.;M.D.;D.M.A.;D.V.M.;Pharm.D.)  

o Doctorate (e.g., PhD)  
 
Q1.22 What was your total household income before taxes at the time of receiving your child's 
diagnosis? 

o Less than $25,000  

o $25,000 to $34,999  

o $35,000 to $49,999  

o $50,000 to $74,999  

o $75,000 to $99,999  
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o $100,000 to $149,999  

o $150,000 or more  
 
Q1.23 How often were finances a stressor for you at the time of receiving your child's 
diagnosis? 

o Never  

o Sometimes  

o About half the time  

o Most of the time  

o Always  
 
Q1.24 Including yourself and all children, how many people lived in your household at the time 
of receiving your child's diagnosis? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q1.25 What was your home ZIP code at the time of receiving your child's diagnosis? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q2.1 At what age (in years) did you first notice symptoms of autism in your child? 

o Before 1 

o 1 

o 2 

o 3 

o 4 

o 5 

o 6 

o 7 

o 8 
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o 9 

o 10 

o 11 

o 12 

o 13 

o 14 

o 15 

o 16 

o 17 

o 18+ 
 

Q2.6 How difficult was it to find a clinician who would complete the evaluation? 

o Extremely easy 

o Somewhat easy 

o Neither easy nor difficult 

o Somewhat difficult 

o Extremely difficult  
 
Q2.8 From the time you first contacted the clinician, how many months did you have to wait for 
the evaluation?   ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
Q2.9 Do you believe that the wait time for the diagnostic evaluation was reasonable? 

o Strongly agree 

o Somewhat agree 

o Neither agree nor disagree 
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o Somewhat disagree 

o Strongly disagree 
 
Q3.1 
The following questions will be asking about the autism evaluation that you completed with 
your child. We encourage you to refer back to the assessment report or other sources of 
information (e.g., notes taken during the evaluation) if possible. Doing so can make 
completion of the survey easier and help with recollection. 
 
Q3.6 Did you have to travel for the evaluation outside of your immediate living area?   

o Yes  

o No  
 
Q3.7 How long did the travel for the evaluation take you? 

o Less than 1 hour 

o 1-2 hours 

o 3-4 hours 

o 5+ hours 
 
Q3.8 
Now, we will be asking you about the testing portion of your evaluation.  This may include 
an interview with you or your child, filling out rating forms about your child, testing of 
your child, etc.  This does not include the "Feedback Session" in which you received your 
child's diagnosis after testing. We will ask questions about the "Feedback Session" later. 
 
Q3.19 Overall, how satisfied were you with the testing process? 

 Not at all A little Moderately 
Satisfied 

A lot A great 
deal 

 
 0 17 33 50 67 83 100 

 
  

 
 
Q5.9 Do you have any additional information about your experience with the autism evaluation 
process (including pre-evaluation, testing, feedback, and post-evaluation) that you would like to 
share with us? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Q6.1  
Thank you for your completing our survey! We appreciate your time and insight. To enter the 
raffle for one of the $50 Amazon gift cards, please click on the link below. The link will redirect 
you to a different website where you will be prompted to type your email address. Doing so 
allows us to keep your identity anonymous by not directly associating your email address with 
your responses on this survey.   
      
For more resources about autism, feel free to visit the following websites:   
https://nationalautismassociation.org   
https://autisticadvocacy.org 
https://www.autism-society.org   
https://www.autismspeaks.org   
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Appendix 2 

Variable Name Origin Item  Definition and Additional Information 
Caregiver 
Satisfaction 

Q3.19 How satisfied a caregiver was with the autism evaluation 
process on a scale of 0-100 with 100 being “a great deal”. 

Time Since 
Noticing Symptoms 

Q1.10-
Q2.1 

How long since the caregiver first noticed autism 
symptoms to when the child received their autism 
diagnosis. Reported in years. Calculated by subtracting 
the age of the child when symptoms of autism were 
noticed) from the age at diagnosis. 

Time on Wait List Q2.8 How long the child was on a wait list for an autism 
evaluation. Reported in months. 

Reasonability of 
Wait Time 

Q2.9 How reasonable the caregiver rated the wait for an 
evaluation. Rated on a 5-point Likert scale with 5 being 
the least reasonable. 

Financial Stress Q1.23 How often the caregiver reported finances being a stressor 
at the time of evaluation. Rated on a 5-point Likert scale 
with 5 being “always”. 

Education Q1.21 The highest degree of education a caregiver received. 
Participants selected a response of type of degree which 
was then coded to represent a 7-point Likert scale with 
higher values equivalent to more education. 

Travel Time Q3.6, Q3.7 How long caregivers reported traveling to receive an 
evaluation for their child. Participants first selected 
whether they traveled outside of their immediate living 
area. If they selected yes, they then selected how long (in 
hours) they traveled from 4 options ranging from less than 
an hour to 5+ hours.  

Difficulty Finding a 
Clinician 

Q2.6 Caregiver’s perception of how difficult it was to find a 
clinician who would complete an evaluation for their 
child. This was rated on a 5-point Likert scale with 5 
being “extremely difficult”. 

Rurality Q1.25 How rural their living location was based off their ZIP 
code at the time of the evaluation. The process for 
creating this code is outlined in Hypotheses section. 
Codes were based on a a 6-point Likert scale with higher 
scores corresponding with being more rural. 

Combined Barrier 
Score 

N/A The sum of all the barrier variables after each variable 
was given equal weight and the inverse of education was 
used. 

Interaction: Time 
on a Wait List 

N/A An interaction term that included reasonability of wait 
time X time on a wait list. 

Interaction: Total 
Barrier 

N/A An interaction term that included reasonability of wait 
time X the combined barrier score. 

 


